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About This Game

A highschool gang leader Ringo Ishikawa trying to live through his last autumn before graduation. With his best friends.

You should play it if:

1) You're fond of good stories with strong dialogues (especially about growing up)
2) You're a fight games enthusiast (you'll get your hands on some unique brawl mechanic and I promise you'll be satisfied)

3) You're into some yakuza-delinquent aesthetics

Basically, the game is an existential open world beat'em up with some school sim elements. It has a little of everything: a town to
explore, day-night cycle, npc on their schedule, battle grinding, school grinding, mini-games (ping-pong, billiard, video-poker,

video-game console with one game...) and so on.

But the main thing is the story I'm trying to tell. And I designed the game to make you feel this story. So it's not about rival
gangs, or taking over turfs, or anything. You just live there and feel. And that's all.
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This game is straight. Nothing about this game is wack forreal. Its worth the money. I just expected it to be a good beat em up. I
proved to be so much more. contains spoilers in a sense how the game plays out

had great potential, alot of people say you have the "freedom" but all i did was just playing school simulator in the early 90s in
japan. i dont mind that setting or gameplay. I wish it had some variety in the story. the story is just on one rail, it doesnt matter
how much progress you made with the main character, there is just one ending. even if you like story driven games the time that
you invest in it doesnt really pay off. i do like the ending however i wish you could add some more impact to it witht the
(wasted) progress you made.. The game is so interesting and have much to explore :D. River City Ransom meets Persona meets
Yakuza meets Shenmue.. brooo the ending is so sad :( I still plow through nakazawa's bois tho, hope they make a sequel.. It's
difficult to describe what makes this good without spoiling too much of it. It's got a lot of heart, and it's not a game that
everyone is going to "get."

It's fairly story focused, and is largely about living the day to day life of your character in a sort of Shenmue-esque fashion.
There's fighting in it, but the fighting's not the point.

Try it if you're looking for something different and you're willing to risk the 15 bucks.
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Pretty cool cencept, something like River City Ransom plus Harvest Moon or something strange like that. You can study, get
good grades, learn new skills, read a lot of books, or beat random people up for basically no reason and take their money.
Unfortunately, there is no instruction manual and almost no tutorial. Does it matter if your character is "starving" all of the
time? Are there any kind of friendship mechanics? What the hell do two kinds of bars mean on the stats page?

Nobody knows! Except the dev, and for whatever reason he isn't telling. He even shows up on the discussion boards from time
to time, telling people that he doesn't care if they don't understand how the game works. Could've been good, but the total lack
of information cripples the whole thing.. This is maybe the most meaningful gaming experience I've had. Perfectly captures the
melancholy and aimlessness one may feel during the final days of high school. This is a game about the little moments in life,
and it should be commended for its authenticity. The developer avoids any sort of fan service in favour of an intimate and
voyeuristic piece. Also, it's just an added bonus that the fighting mechanics are so fun.

I enjoy the minimalism, and the fact that very little is explained. It is perfectly appropriate that Ringo's family never appears in
the game. Just a question for the floor, does the door to Ringo's room leads to where his parents are, or do you think he lives
alone? I personally think he lives with his parents, but that they are more or less absent from his life.. This is not the RCR-like
you are looking for. I would barely call this a beat-em-up. The combat reminds me of a bad NES "action" games. Your attacks
are extremely simple, there are no combos or fighting system to speak of, you just mash the attack and try to be at the right
distance from the enemy where more of your hits land than his. There's not much strategy to it. I tried playing the story as a
deliquent and then tried playing it as a good guy, the experience was mostly the same. As someone else pointed out, despite
trying to look like a beat-em-up, it's actually a lot more like Sims: Japanese High School edition. It's a pity that the combat isn't
fun, it seemed like they used RCR as their source material. RCR:Ex was probably one of the best beat-em-ups ever made and
would have made an excellent blueprint for a fighting system. Sadly, it was not to be. Fighting fans, pass this one over.. Is there
more than one ending? The one I got to leaves me feeling defeated......OTHER THAN THAT it is a very good game.. Firtstly i
appreciate all elements of this game, but it is too expensive for a test(?) version, I stucked after i shake down someone in the
opening scene many times. And Chinese translation su*ks. I will pay it back when it become better.. I was just looking around
for something new to play, several pages deep the pixel style caught my eye and after reading the description and some of the
reviews I decided to take the risk.. most of the time you'll end up with an ok game, sometimes a bad game but every once and a
while, when the planets align you'll stumble upon a gem.. that is the case for me with The Friends Of Ringo Ishikawa. Such a
Chill slice of life beat'em up, immersive and engrossing, it had me from the start. beautifully done pixel animation, fun small
details that add to the game and solidify you as this delinquent (classic delinquent squat lol). Music that sets the mood from a
relaxing day just chilling in the park watching the sun set chill-hop to the max to a frantic fight scene with a funky 70's action
movie vibe when the rival gang wants to scrap.

Fantastic fighting system
Wonderful character development
Great story/Events
Amazing music
Details that add to the experience

As much as I love this game its not perfect. I have several bones to pick as well.

Lack of information in many aspects of the game
Can be Repetitive
No help/Hints of progression

This game does not hold your hand AT ALL. Most information that you'll need to know will have to be figured out on your
own. Every event I have experienced I stumbled into randomly. A simple " so and so wanted to talk to you.. hes probably at the
docks" would have been nice.

With all that's been said and my gripes with the game I highly recommend this game to anyone. there are helpful tips out there,
I'll add a copy paste link at the bottom of this. If you like the anime delinquent protagonist with a heart of gold story and a slice
of "real" this is for you. the pros really out shine the cons in this game. hope this helps

https://steamcommunity.com/app/846110/discussions/0/1692669912393844830/
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